Abstract. We propose a new approach for detecting ellipses. The approach is based on the geometrical property that five points on an ellipse can determine the parameters of the ellipse, and the symmetry of ellipses is used to obtain these points. Using symmetry, we classify the edge points in an input image into several subimages. Ellipses with different symmetric axes will lie in different subimages. In each subimage, symmetry is applied again to obtain those sets of five points that possibly lie on the same ellipse. Finally, using geometrical properties and the Hough transform, we extract all ellipses in an input image successfully. The proposed method can detectpartially occluded ellipses. Experimental results show that the proposed method is fast and robust.
Introduction
The detection of elliptical shapes is an important task in computer vision. When viewed obliquely, 3-D circular profiles usually project to elliptical shapes in a 2-D image. If ellipses can be reliably detected, the parameters of the detected ellipses can be used to infer the relative orientations of objects and cameras, providing cues to interpret the 3-D world.
The Hough transform (HT)' has long been used to detect analytically defined shapes in an image. The conventional HT consists of two stages. The first stage takes pieces of evidence and votes for all parameter combinations, which are consistent with the evidence, in an accumulator array. The second stage searches each local peak in the accumulator array and verifies the existence of the candidate shape associated with these parameters. The main advantage of HT is that it is inherently robust against partially occluded and noise-corrupted images. The major disadvantage, however, is that the computation time and the storage space required grow exponentially with the number of parameters.
Direct application of the conventional HT for ellipse detection is not practical. Because an ellipse is characterized by five parameters (x0, Yo' a, b, 0), where (x0, Yo) are the coordinates of the ellipse center, a and b are the half lengths of the major and minor axes, and 0 is the rotation angle, the resource demands become very large. Many methods have been proposed for treating this problem. Tsuji and Matsumoto2 first introduced the decomposition concept by the use ofthe gradient. The first step is to locate ellipse centers by accumulating the midpoint of each pair of edge points with parallel tangents. The next step is to use a geometric property for selecting candidates that are exactly on the ellipse. The final step is to evaluate the five parameters of the ellipse that best fit these candidates by the mean least squares method. The proposed center-finding process will not work if the number of symmetric pairs of points about the ellipse center is too small. Tsukune and Goto3 used the same centerfinding process previously mentioned and obtained the remaining parameters by multiplying the polynomial form of parameterization by two. Ballard4 presented a method that simplifies the parameterization by deriving the ellipse center (x0, Yo) from x, y, a, b, 0, and dY/dX, where (xi, y,) are the coordinates of the edge pixel and dY/dX is the tangent at that pixel. Yuen, Illingworth, and Kittler5 proposed a better center-finding process that employed a geometric property and then estimated the other three parameters based on the adaptive HT.6 This approach can detect partially occluded ellipses better than previous ones. Huang7 proposed a method that uses the duality characteristic. If the boundary points of an ellipse are taken to be the centers of other ellipses with the same major and minor axes and orientation, then those ellipses have a common boundary point on the center of the original ellipse. The gradient information is then used to reduce the voting space. More recently, Yip, Tam, and Leung8 presented an approach that utilizes parallel edge points to deduce the parameters and then applies a distinguished voting rule for transforming the parameters to four special vertex positions on the corresponding ellipse. Based on the voting rule, only a 2-D array is needed for ellipse detection. All of the above-mentioned methods use the gradient information, but it is difficult to precisely estimate the gradient because of noise and quantization error. The inaccuracies of gradients affect the results of the previous methods.
In this paper, a new ellipse detector is proposed based on the geometrical property that five points on the same ellipse can determine the parameters of the ellipse. First, the detector classifies all edge points in an input image into several subimages based on the symmetry of ellipses. Ellipses with different symmetric axes will lie on different subimages. Then in each subimage, the property of symmetry is used again to locate all possible sets of five points lying on the same ellipse.
Each located set, which can produce a set of parameters of an ellipse, is considered to be a voter of this ellipse. Finally, those ellipses with many voters are taken as results. The experimental results show that the proposed method is fast and robust.
The remainder ofthis paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 describes the proposed approach in detail, Sec. 3 gives experimental results, and Sec. 4 presents conclusions.
2 The New Approach The conventional HT maps each edge point to a locus or a hypersurface in the parameter space. This type of transform mapping involves a large number of computations. If several edge points can be considered simultaneously, only one point in the parameter space is obtained by the characteristic function of the analytic shape. For example, two edge points can determine a straight line, three edge points can determine a circle, and five edge points can determine an ellipse, if they are all on the corresponding analytic shape. This type of transform mapping reduces the number of votes that do not come from the evidence strongly supporting the existence of the detected shape. The computational efficiency is greatly improved if the search for these critical edge points is conducted in an efficient way.
The proposed method presents an efficient search for the five edge points that determine the parameters of an ellipse. First, the edge points are classified into subimages by means of the property of symmetry-ellipses with different symmetric axes will lie in different subimages. Then, in each subimage, each set of five edge points possibly lying on an ellipse is located and the corresponding parameters of the ellipse are estimated. Finally, based on the concept of HT, all ellipses in an input image can be extracted.
Transformation Based on the Property of Symmetry
In this subsection, a property of symmetry for an ellipse is introduced. Based on this property, a transform procedure is presented to produce the symmetric axes for ellipses.
Theorem. Let an ellipse E be scanned from left to right and top to bottom [we will refer to this as a rightward scan, seeFig. l(a)1. Let(11, r1), (12, r2) (la, r) showninFig. 1(a) be the sequence of pixel pairs generated by the scanning process. Let m, be the midpoint of 1, and r, for i from 1 to n.
Then m1, m2 m will lie on the same straight line (which we call the symmetric axis of E).
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that the origin of the coordinate system is at the center of ellipse E and the angle between the major axis of ellipse E and the y axis is 0. We can rotate E clockwise (ir/2) -0 into an ellipse with the major axis along the x axis and the minor axis along the y axis [see Figs (1), we obtain (a2 cos20 + b2 sin20)y2 -(2rb2 sin0)y +r2b2-a2b2 cos20=O .
(4)
Because the two roots of Eq. (4) are Yi and Y2' and Ym is the average of Yi and Y2' we can determine Ym as follows:
Similarly, from Eq. (2), we have r-x cos0 Y= sin0
Substituting Eq. (6) in Eq. (1), we obtain (a2 cos20 + b2 sin2O)x2 -(2ra2 cos0)x +r2a2-a2b2 sin2O=O
Then Xm can be determined by the two roots x1 and x2 of Eq. (7) and can be expressed as
Finally, the tangent tm of the midpoint m can be computed to be b2 sinO tm 2 Xm a cosO which is a constant. That is, all of the midpoints m1, m2 m lie on the same line that passes through the ellipse center and with the tangent b2 sin0/a2 cosO, which proves the theorem.
We now refer to the property that all mid points m1, m2, .. . , m lie on the same line as the property of symmetry and up to the same line as the symmetric axis of the ellipse. The same property holds when the ellipse is scanned from top to bottom and left to right (i.e., downward).
Let f be an input image with size n X n and F be the binary result of the edge-extracted image from f, with 1 representing a black point and 0 a white point. Based on the property of symmetry, F is scanned rightward and the ellipses in F can be transformed to the corresponding symmetric axes by the following procedure. The merit of this type of transformation from ellipses to straight lines is that the ellipses can be classified into several subimages according to their symmetric axes, and ellipses with different symmetric axes will lie in different subimages. This classification greatly simplifies later tasks.
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The classification procedure is described next.
Although five distinct points on an ellipse can determine the parameters ofthe ellipse, an exhaustive search for all possible sets of these five points causes the computational time to grow exponentially with the number of edge points. For the method to be practical, the search space for the sets of five points must be reduced. This can be accomplished by means (7) of the property of symmetry. First, the input image F is transformed into another image G by the transform procedure.
Next, the nonhorizontal straight lines, for example, L1, L2, .. . , Lk, appearing in G, are extracted using HT. According to these lines, the proposed classification algorithm stated in the following divides F into several subimages, for example, f, fl'f2 fk. Except forf0, eachf, is composed of all symmetric pairs of edge points about the corresponding straight line L1. Finally, in each subimage, all sets of five points that possibly lie on the same ellipse are located by employing the symmetry property and some geometrical properties. Note that the hor- (9) izontal straight lines in G are ignored, because no ellipse will have a symmetric horizontal line produced by a rightward scan. The edge points that are not symmetric about any detected straight line are put in f0 and ignored because they cannot form an elliptical shape. The detailed classification
The classification algorithm:
Input: An image F. Output: Several subimages of F, for example, f0, f1, f2,
Step 1: Transform F to G by the transform procedure.
Step 2: Extract all nonhorizontal straight lines in G by the HT. If there exist such straight lines, for example, L1, L2 Lk, k 1, then continue; otherwise, stop. (8) algorithm is presented as follows.
Classification
•.'fk. Step 3: For each straight line L,, i =1 to k, locate all pairs of edge points symmetric about L and put them in f1. The details are in Steps 3.1 to 3.3.
Step 3.1: Locate the points appearing on L1, for example, m1, m2 m.
Step 3.2: Scan F and identify the pair of edge points symmetric about L, at m, i = 1 top.
Step 3.3: Keep all these symmetric pairs in ft,.
Step 4: Setf0=F\Ufj.
The computational time needed for step 1 is bounded by 0(n3) and that needed for step 2 is bounded by O(eG X n); here, eG S the number of points in G.
Step 3 is bounded by O(efX k), where ef 5 the average number of the edge points in each subimage. Because eG and ef are at most n2 and k is less than n (see Sec. 3), the total computational cost for the classification algorithm is bounded by 0(n3).
If an ellipse exists in F, it will be classified into one of the subimages because of its symmetry. And two ellipses with different symmetric axes will be located in different subimages. This means that each subimage can be treated individually, thereby making the detection problem much easier. For example, Fig. 2(a) shows a synthesized image named image 1 , which has two overlapped ellipses and two other ellipses with the same symmetric axis. The image is After classifying the ellipses based on their symmetric axes, the search space for the five points that lie on an ellipse can be greatly reduced. All sets of these five points are located by means of the symmetry of ellipses and some other geometrical properties, and the parameters of the determined ellipse can be estimated. The details of this process are described next.
Searching for the Five Candidate Points
The search for the five edge points should be conducted in an efficient way; an exhaustive search will cause a large amount of computations. In the proposed method, searching is limited to those symmetric pairs of edge points found in the same subimage, which reduces the searching space dramatically. Letft be the symmetric subimage about the straight line L1. The process of selecting the five candidates consists of three procedures.
Procedure 1: selection of the first two candidates First, for each pair of symmetric points (1, r), 1 is taken as the center of a w X w window. Then, the first two candidates are each selected in turn to be the possible edge combinations, where one is at the upper-half border of the window and the other is at the lower-half border, with a restriction that the two candidates together with the center 1 must be allowable on the left symmetric side ofan ellipse. For example, in Fig. 3 the two candidates are selected to be each of the combinations (a, 6), (b, c), and (b, 6) in turn. But the combination of (a, c) is not considered because the candidates a, 1, and c are not possible on the left symmetric side of an ellipse. which (li, r1) and (12, r2) are both symmetric pairs about L,, i.e., the midpoints of (li, r1) and ('2' r2) lie on L1. Note that the selection of r1 and r2 does not involve any search because the symmetric information is preserved in the previous classification process.
Procedure 3: selection of the fifth candidate
The fifth candidate should not be selected too close to (l , '2) or (r1, r2); otherwise, the quantization error will increase the inaccuracy in parameter estimation. To reduce the search space of the fifth candidate, the selection strategy is divided into two cases. One is shown in Fig. 4(a) , where straight lines 1112 and r1r2 intersect at a point R above the ellipse. Let M be the midpoint of l and r1 .The vertical straight line through M must intersect one of the straight lines '1'2 and r1r2 at a point, for example, Q. Then, the search path of the fifth candidate P5 is along the segment QM. Each edge point located on the segment QM is taken as the fifth candidate in turn. The other case is similar and shown in Fig. 4(b) . For each selection of the five candidates, the parameters of the determined ellipse-the ellipse center (x0, yo)' the half lengths of the major and minor axes (a, b), and the rotation angle 0-can be derived. The detailed derivation is presented in Sec. 5. By using this derived set of parameters and the concept of HT, we can extract all of the ellipses in an input image. The proposed ellipse-finding method can be summarized by the following algorithm.
The proposed ellipse-finding algorithm:
Step 1: Establish an accumulator array A(x0, Yo' a, b, 0) and set the value of each cell to be 0.
Step 2: Extract the edge points of an input image! and represent them by a binary image F.
Step 3: Classify F into several subimages f0' f, f2 fk by the classification algorithm. Step 5: For each combination of the five candidates, es- 6, i.e., the voting stage of the HT. As mentioned above, the cost for step 3, i.e, the classification algorithm, is bound by 0(n3). The computational time for steps 4 through 6 is bound by O(kefNl,2N5Nmap). Because Nmap 5 bound by 0(p3), and where p is the number of unknown variables in Gauss elimination,9 p is equal to 5 and Nmap approximates n. In the experiments presented in the next section, k is less than n, and 2 and N5 are very small with respect to n (see Table 1 ), so the computational time for steps 4 through 6 is bound by O(efn2). In total, the computation cost for steps 3 through 6 (the voting stage) is bound by O(efn2). On the other hand, the computation cost for the voting stage of the standard HT is bound by O(eF n), which is about two orders of magnitude greater than that of the proposed algorithm. Ballard's4 and Huang' 7 methods reduce the cost to O(eF n3). This is still one order of magnitude greater than that of the proposed method. Furthermore, the time 0(n4) is for the worst case of the proposed method. In the general case, k and ef are small relative to n and n2. The experimental results described in the next section show the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed algorithm.
Experimental Results
Several synthesized and real images have been tested on a Sony News workstation. Image 1 in Fig. 2(a) is 128 X 128. The final result is shown in Fig. 2(g) . All of the ellipses are successfully extracted within 1 s. Image 2 [see Fig. 5(a) ], 300 X 300, shows a real image of a lens cap. The extracted edge points of image 2 are shown in Fig. 5(b) . After the transform procedure is applied, Fig.  5(b) is transformed into another image shown in Fig. 5(c) .
Then, the HT is applied to detect nonhorizontal straight lines, and only one straight line is detected [see Fig. 5(d) ]. According to the classification algorithm, only the symmetric edge points about the detected straight line remain, as shown in Fig. 5(e) . The nonsymmetric parts in the center and the lower right of Figure 6(c) shows the transformed result by applying the transform procedure to Fig. 6(b) . Then, the HT is used to detect the nonhorizontal straight lines in Fig. 6(c) . Each local peak in the accumulator array with a value greater than a certain threshold (in our experiments, the threshold is set to be 10% of the maximum value of the accumulator array) is taken. There are 4 1 straight lines detected. The straight line with the maximum peak is shown in Fig. 6(d) . The edge points that are symmetric about the straight line in Fig. 6(d) are shown in Fig. 6(e) . Most of the edge points remain because the figures and lace are also symmetric about the straight line. (1) The five-candidate combinations cannot be found in such subimages; (2) there are too few five-candidate combinations and they cannot form a peak in the accumulator array; and (3) the peak is detected, but the shape corresponding to the parameters is not matched in the input image. Consequently, only three ellipses are extracted from the 41 subimages. The experimental values of the factors mentioned in Sec. 2 are listed in Table 1 . Note that N12 and N5 are very small, indicating that the search for the five candidates is very efficient.
The proposed method can be extended to detect partially occluded ellipses. Figure 7 (a) shows a synthesized image including two partially occluded ellipses. Figure 7(b) shows the transformed image obtained by scanning the original image rightward. Only the symmetric axis of the right ellipse is produced. The symmetric axis of the left ellipse is not generated because the right symmetric side of the left ellipse is hidden. By adding another version of transformation, i.e., scanning the original image downward, Fig. 7(c) shows the transformed result. Both of the symmetric axes of the two ellipses are produced. Figure 7(d) shows the nonhorizontal straight line detected in Fig. 7(b) , and Fig. 7(e) shows the two nonvertical straight lines detected in Fig. 7(c) . Using the classification algorithm, we can classify the symmetric edge points about the straight line in Fig. 7(d) into a subimage as shown in Fig. 7(f) . The symmetric edge points about the two straight lines in Fig. 7 (e) are classified into two subimages as shown in Figs. 7(g) and 7(h). Finally, the three subimages in Figs. 7(f) through 7(h) are used to detect the ellipses in Fig. 7(a) . The results are shown in Fig. 7(i) .
The proposed method has some limitations in detecting 
